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1 Introduction

The changes to national and international statutory poli-
cies in response to emerging priorities of sustainable use of
water resources and the challenges of climate change require
advanced understanding of ecological issues and their prac-
tical implementation in environmental management strate-
gies to protect natural aquatic environments (e.g. the US
Clean Water Act 1972 and EU Water Framework Direc-
tive – WFD 2000 and subsequent amendments, IPCC rep.
2007, EU Floods Directive 2007, Global Water Security
Declaration, 2013). This target can only be achieved with
in-depth knowledge of the interrelations between physical
and biological processes, i.e. it is necessary to address
existing knowledge gaps through interdisciplinary research
covering the fields of fluid mechanics, ecology, geomorphol-
ogy, hydrology, and biomechanics (e.g. Nepf, 2012; Nikora,
2010; Rodriguez-Iturbe, 2000) taking into account soci-
etal, cultural and economic aspects (e.g. Swanenvleugel,
2007). However, interdisciplinary research is often avoided
by researchers due to the traditional thematic structure of
education and research, intrinsic difficulties in developing
common cultural ground and terminology, and complications
in obtaining research funding for interdisciplinary research.
Hence, the integration of discipline-related perspectives into
a unifying multidisciplinary research platform or framework
constitutes a key contemporary challenge needed to pro-
vide solutions for some of the most intriguing questions
that humanity is facing in its relationship with the natural
hydro-bio-sphere.

In this paper, we address this topic by highlighting various
issues related to interdisciplinary research in the field of aquatic
ecosystems. The recognition and implementation of hydrody-
namics in biological studies has hastened the development of

theoretical and applied issues in aquatic ecology (e.g. Statzner,
Gore, & Resh, 1988). At the same time it is important to pro-
vide hydraulic researchers and engineers with knowledge of
ecological principles so that they can be adequately considered
in the development of engineering solutions. This is particularly
timely as hydraulic engineers play a crucial role in the devel-
opment of sustainable management strategies of natural and
constructed surface water bodies. A key to succeed in this chal-
lenging task is to develop in-depth understanding of interactions
between water, biota, and sediments. Most of the critical bio-
physical processes occur at the water-biota and water-sediment
interfaces, thus calling for fundamental insights into the inter-
relations of physical and biological processes at a scale of the
smallest biophysical units and the upscaling of this knowledge
to larger scales. However, the creation of the unifying platform
so urgently needed by the research community is delayed by the
slower advances in the understanding of flow-biota interactions
compared with other topics such as flow-sediment interactions.
Among factors limiting the progress in this area are difficulties
in measuring physical, biological, and biochemical quantities at
the spatial and temporal scales of the organisms and sediment
grains, including biomechanical properties that evolved in spe-
cific ecological conditions and their effects on the local interface
morphology.

Many of these issues have been discussed extensively within
a group of scientists and environmental practitioners and these
discussions have led to the development of the EU-Initial
Training Network (PEOPLE – Marie Curie Action) – Hydrody-
namic Transport in Ecologically Critical Heterogeneous Inter-
faces (HYTECH). The goal of this paper is to enlarge and
diversify the audience of this discussion and, in particular, to
attract the hydraulic engineering community to this important
multidisciplinary issue.
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The paper consists of eight sections. Section 2 outlines a set 
of fundamental concepts and keywords defining research topics 
in eco-hydraulics relevant to aquatic interfaces. Section 3 dis-
cusses the key outcomes of environmental fluid mechanics in 
explaining the hydrodynamics at fluid-sediment and fluid-biota 
interfaces. Section 4 offers an overview of the ecological per-
spective, highlighting the importance of interfacial processes for 
ecosystem formation and preservation. In Section 5, the issues 
of fluid-sediment interfaces are discussed, focusing on both pro-
cesses occurring at and near the bed and the hyporheic processes 
acting within the river bed. Hydrodynamic and biological pro-
cesses at water-biota interfaces are examined in Section 6. In  
Section 7, wetlands, within which nearly all of the most signif-
icant interfacial processes take place, are discussed, including a 
social perspective. Finally, the Conclusion section summarizes 
the urgent needs and foreseeable targets of research on aquatic 
interfaces.

2 Conceptual issues of eco-hydraulics relevant to
biophysical interfaces

Aquatic interfaces include a wide spectrum of boundaries, char-
acterized by spatial scales spanning several orders of magnitude 
(Gualtieri & Mihailović, 2012). In this discussion we focus 
on interfaces that are within the scales of river morphology, 
e.g. meander or wetland characteristic sizes, thus excluding 
larger interfaces such as the oceanic water-air interface or 
water-sediment interface at catchment scales. The range of inter-
faces treated here is depicted and summarized, along with their 
typical spatial and temporal scales, in Fig. 1. Within this frame-
work, interfaces are defined as fairly narrow regions between 
two or more substances (phases) or between flow layers with 
distinctly different dynamic or physical properties (e.g. turbu-
lent, transitional turbulent, and/or viscous flow domains, see 
Stone, 2010). Most relevant examples include water-sediment 
or water-biota or water-sediment-biota interfaces. An inherent 
property of interfaces in natural water bodies is that they are 
sites of steep gradients or maximum values of important phys-
ical and biochemical quantities (e.g. fluid velocity, turbulence 
intensity, viscous or turbulent stresses, concentration of sub-
stances, temperature, and light). The gradients of flow velocity 
and substance concentration at water-sediment and water-biota 
interfaces control diffusive momentum and mass fluxes and, 
thus, may determine the overall metabolic rates of individual 
organisms, their communities, and even the whole ecosystem 
units.

Understanding the transport mechanisms for inorganic and 
organic matter, including gases, solutes, colloids and solids in 
river flows and across biophysical interfaces at different spa-
tial and temporal scales is an essential step towards assessing 
the vulnerability of the natural environment to anthropogenic 
stresses. Typical stream interfaces at a small (micro-) scale are 
associated with inorganic, microbial, vegetation and/or animal

structures such as sediment grains and clusters, biofilms, peri-
phyton patches, and smaller invertebrates. At an intermediate
(meso-) scale, comparable to the water depth, interfacial hetero-
geneities include sediment bedforms (e.g. ripples and dunes),
patches of submerged and emergent plants, mussel aggrega-
tions, salmon redds, and upper layers of hyporheic zones. At
larger (macro-) scales, comparable to the stream width, het-
erogeneities include large bedforms (e.g. alternate bars), large
woody debris, vegetation patch mosaics, and deep layers of
hyporheic zones. As the scale of consideration increases from
micro- to meso- to macro- scale the research focus progressively
moves from the consideration of individual (mono-discipline)
processes observed in well-defined experimental conditions
towards experiments and models that must account for multi-
scale biophysical interactions at the interfaces with appropriate
frameworks for upscaling the micro- and meso-scale observa-
tions, and statistical tools and probabilistic methods needed to
represent the heterogeneity of processes at the macro-scale.

The multi-scale nature of flow-biota interactions (Fig. 1)
requires advanced understanding of how the upscaling of fun-
damental processes from the elementary scale of organisms and
grains to the larger system scales can be achieved and rep-
resented quantitatively for modelling large-scale systems (e.g.
at a river reach scale). The crucial role of heterogeneities in
stream geometry and composition of mobile and immobile inter-
facial substances can be explored using a variety of innovative
experimental and mathematical tools. The double (in time and
space) averaging of fundamental momentum, mass transport,
and energy equations allows researchers to formally extend
the concepts of uniformity, steadiness and equilibrium, conven-
tionally used in the time-(ensemble)-averaging framework, to
locally-heterogeneous conditions (e.g. Finnigan, 2000; Nikora,
2010). The notions of uniformity, steadiness and equilibrium
are useful concepts, which can lead to important simplifications
of the mathematical approaches in complex cases by decou-
pling the mathematical terms associated with physical processes
acting at well-separated scales. This permits, for instance, the
application of simplified flow models when dealing with long-
term morphological or ecological transitions, if the time scale
separation of the relevant processes is significant. Simplifica-
tions can also be pursued when spatial upscaling is sought.
Fundamental equations can, in principle, be averaged spatially
(e.g. by employing a range of averaging operators and their
parameters), which may help in accounting for multi-scale het-
erogeneity. Both temporal and spatial integrations lead to large-
scale formulations at the expense of introducing of extra terms
into the equations (due to non-linearity) for which appropri-
ate closures are needed. Finding appropriate closures for these
integrative terms is a great challenge of modern eco-hydraulic
research. The closures can, in principle, be identified rationally,
by theoretical or phenomenological models, and experimentally
through direct observations of individual processes. These two
approaches can be supplemented with high-resolution numeri-
cal simulations.



Figure 1 Key domains and fundamental processes in river and wetland eco-hydraulics. The relevant spatial and temporal scales are shown in the
vertical and horizontal axes, respectively. The sketch describes the dominant modelling and experimental approach adopted in each domain.

Among the fundamental concepts underpinning eco-
hydraulics, flow regime and temporal variability are particularly
important. Hydraulics and the hydrodynamics of surface water
bodies have been of interest to humans since the early civi-
lizations, due to the importance of water resources for human
life combined with the need to find protection from the threats
posed by extreme climatic events such as flood and debris flows.
Extreme flows occurring with a return period of several decades
usually activate intense sediment movement and, occasionally,
create unsustainable conditions for river ecosystems, leading to

the destruction of both interfacial habitats and existing ecolog-
ical states. Extreme flood events often trigger major transitions
towards a new system state and, therefore, their occurrences can
be seen as determining natural ecosystem life spans. Between
two destructive events, moderate and low flows determine the
imposed conditions for the dynamics of populations, food webs,
and species interactions, with the most important biochemical
and biophysical processes occurring at the water-sediment-biota
interfaces rather than within the main water domains. One of
the fundamental issues of modern eco-hydraulics is, therefore,



the fluid dynamics and mass transport associated with these 
interfaces.

Another critical issue to understand is the biomechani-
cal and morphological properties of biota living at water-
sediment interfaces, which reflect an evolutionary history that 
has imposed compromising solutions to multiple physical con-
straints. At low velocity (low Reynolds numbers), the organism 
morphology favouring flow separation typically reduces the 
total drag by reducing skin friction, whereas at fast velocity 
(high Reynolds numbers), flow separation increases the total 
drag by introducing/enhancing pressure drag. At all velocities, 
flow separation bubbles decrease the water renewal at organism 
surfaces, thus reducing exchanges of gases and the supply of 
dissolved nutrients or drifting food particles to the organisms. 
On the other hand, separation bubbles can decrease the risk of 
organism surface abrasion by silt transported by water, which 
can cause considerable damage to the organisms. This interplay 
of conflicting effects represents an evolutionary dilemma, as 
simultaneous or sequential adaptation to all these constraints is 
physically impossible. As a result, the biomechanical and mor-
phological properties of benthic biota often reflect compromises 
among various physical constraints. The current knowledge of 
exactly how benthic organisms adapt to physical environments 
at the water-sediment interface is very fragmentary, and its 
improvement can only be achieved through combined efforts of 
ecologists and fluid mechanicians.

From a biological perspective, water-sediment-biota inter-
faces represent so-called ecotones (i.e. transitional zones) that 
are characterized by spatial heterogeneities in relation to trans-
ported matter, local bed sediment morphologies, flow patterns, 
and species composition. The spatial heterogeneities of these 
features are often the main distinctive attribute differentiating 
natural environments from constructed ones. To study physical 
and biological heterogeneities researchers need to overcome a 
number of conceptual and methodological issues. First, hetero-
geneities typically occur at multiple scales making it difficult to 
measure and quantify them due to scale-dependent measurement 
uncertainties. Second, comparability of the results obtained 
in laboratory studies and in field conditions may suffer from 
high non-linearity of complex transport processes (or unrealistic 
physical balances) imposing significant scale effects. Third, the-
oretical and numerical models of heterogeneous environments 
require identification of appropriate closures for physical quan-
tities emerging as a result of averaging, and to date such closures 
are very often missing or highly uncertain.

Organism traits (i.e. any anatomical, morphological, and/or 
physiological attributes of organisms) play a key role in 
nearly all processes occurring at biota-water or biota-sediment 
interfaces. Traits are crucial in securing organism capacities 
to survive in harsh conditions (known as adaptation) often 
occurring at interfaces, including high levels of spatial het-
erogeneities, temporal variations, and steep gradients of life-
determining factors. Some organisms have the capacity to 
even modify their environments by employing particular traits

(known as ‘ecosystem engineering’). Ecosystem-engineers can
change physical and biogeochemical processes occurring at
interfaces, with possible cascading effects for themselves, other
species, and for the whole ecosystem. As a consequence, water-
sediment-biota interfaces play major roles both in shaping
organism traits and evolution and in the functioning of the whole
ecosystems.

3 Interface hydrodynamics

Hydrodynamic interfaces have been the subject of very active
theoretical and experimental studies over the rich history of fluid
mechanics and particularly over the last few decades. Such close
attention of researchers to interface regions is not surprising,
as these regions are ubiquitous features of many flows, often
determining the overall mixing, transport, and friction. Indeed,
the whole theory of hydrodynamic instabilities has been largely
motivated by the intriguing dynamics of interfaces that often
exhibit captivating patterns such as water surface waves or rip-
ples on river and coastal sand beds. The range of interfaces
studied by modern fluid mechanics is enormous and reflects the
expansion of fluid mechanics towards its borders with other dis-
ciplines where many interfacial phenomena of different nature,
from the nano-scale to the astronomical scale, occur (e.g. Stone,
2010). Ecologically-critical heterogeneous interfaces, which are
the subject of this paper, are a typical example emerging at a
border of fluid mechanics and aquatic ecology (e.g. Boudreau
& Jorgensen, 2001). The variety of already-known interfaces
in fluid-mechanical applications is so diverse that their com-
prehensive classification, always useful in research, is not yet
available. Nevertheless, we can distinguish several features that
may be helpful in interface considerations, i.e. the nature of
interfacial phases, interface mobility, and interface dimension-
ality. Using these three features, hydrodynamic interfaces can
be classified as (1) gas-liquid, liquid-liquid, liquid-solid inter-
faces; (2) fixed or moving interfaces; and (3) two-dimensional
or three-dimensional interfaces. Even this oversimplified clas-
sification gives 12 types of hydrodynamic interfaces, which in
turn can be further subdivided into more subtypes depending
on other factors such as scale or prevailing dynamics. To study
these interfaces researchers typically start with conventional
ideas such as interfacial instabilities, as mentioned above, and
concepts of the boundary layer and mixing layer.

However, the application of the conventional approaches for
interpreting unconventional interfaces may not be straightfor-
ward and often presents major challenges. A good example is
an interface between a free surface flow and a porous subsur-
face flow. Clearly, the analysis of such a system can be done at
a range of scales from a sub-particle (or void) scale to the whole
system scale. The transition from small to large scales requires
employment of homogenization procedures so both ‘phases’ can
be treated at large scales as a continuum. In relation to ecolog-
ical interfaces this problem has been addressed by researchers



dealing with terrestrial canopy aerodynamics, who highlighted 
the dynamic significance of the inflection point in the mean 
velocity profile at the canopy top and introduced a mixing layer 
analogy (and associated Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, KHI), as 
an expansion of a conventional mixing layer concept (Finnigan, 
2000; Finnigan, Shaw, & Patton, 2009; Raupach, Finnigan, 
& Brunet, 1996). For the case of submerged aquatic vegeta-
tion, this analogy was first implemented by Nepf’s group (e.g. 
Nepf, 2012) and then used in a number of follow-up studies of 
flow-vegetation interactions (e.g. Nezu & Sanjou, 2008; Poggi, 
Porporato, Ridolfi, Albertson, & Katul, 2004). These studies 
showed that large-scale mixing layer eddies formed as a result 
of KHI at the canopy top and may play a crucial role in mass 
and momentum exchanges between a canopy region and flow 
region above the canopy. Although the mixing layer analogy 
appears to be directly applicable for aquatic vegetation, there are 
still a number of issues that require clarification. Some of them 
suggest that the mixing layer analogy may be a manifestation 
of a new interfacial mechanism that exhibits unique proper-
ties absent in conventional boundary layers and mixing layers. 
These properties may include (1) the existence of a detached 
logarithmic boundary layer above a mixing layer at the canopy 
top (as the mixing layer may block access of boundary layer 
eddies to the canopy layer thus ‘detaching’ the boundary layer 
eddies from the bed and destroying the conventional conditions 
for their formation); (2) a significant difference between the con-
vection velocity of large eddies at the canopy top and a local 
mean velocity, reported for both terrestrial and aquatic canopies 
(Finnigan, 2000; Nepf, 2012), although for conventional mix-
ing layers these two velocities should be equal or very close; 
and (3) the monami effect, i.e. wavy motions of a canopy top 
often observed in natural aquatic canopies, known as ‘honami’ 
for terrestrial canopies (de Langre, 2008; Nepf, 2012). Although 
motivated by water-vegetation interface studies, this conjecture 
may also relate to other water-biota interfaces such as flow
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Figure 2 Flow types and flow subdivision into specific regions in
gravel-bed flows. The Roman numbers define flows with high (I), inter-
mediate (II), small (III), and partial (IV) submergence. The roughness
geometry function φ is the ratio of the fluid volume to the total volume
of a selected domain (typically a thin slab parallel to the bed, Nikora,
2010).

over and within mussel beds, and to physical interfaces such as
flow over and within highly porous sedimentary beds (Nikora,
2010).

The proposed conjecture highlights one of the several key
challenges that must be addressed: what are the manifestations
of the canonical interfacial concepts in aquatic ecosystems?
Section 6.1 and Fig. 4 illustrate this challenge for the case of
aquatic plants, which typically span a wide range of scales from
a leaf scale to individual plant to the plant patch mosaic (i.e.
an assemblage of plant patches of different shapes and sizes).
Another challenge is: what are the combined effects of canon-
ical flow types acting at multiple scales in such flows? This
challenge is illustrated with Fig. 2, which shows a schematic
layering of a gravel-bed flow in which multiple interfaces of dif-
ferent types and at different scales occur. This type of interface,
i.e. water-sediment interfaces, is discussed in Section 5.

4 Ecological role of interfaces

4.1 The ecological importance of interfaces: from organism
to ecosystem

Interfaces play a crucial role in ecology, from an individual
organism to the whole ecosystem. Interfaces are so important
because they represent strong gradients of both resources (e.g.
for plants: light, CO2, dissolved nutrients, etc.; for animals: O2,
food particles, etc.) and waste products, and of non-resource abi-
otic fields (e.g. temperature, density). Such non-resource fields
may strongly affect organisms and whole ecosystems by having
an overriding control on fundamental processes (e.g. temper-
ature effect on metabolism). The presence of gradients within
ecosystems creates more diverse habitats, both directly and indi-
rectly (via species establishment), thereby supporting the overall
bio-diversity. The higher gradients and enhanced biological
diversity make interfaces hot spots of ecosystem functioning.

At the ecosystem scale, interfaces are important in deter-
mining where organisms can establish and survive. At the
water-sediment interfaces in rivers, for example, the sediment
provides a relatively stable establishment substrate, whereas the
moving water provides a continuous flux of resources and may
control non-resource abiotic fields. A sedentary life form will
experience different interactions with its environment compared
with a pelagic life form, which can move (swim). It is also
important to consider the changes that occur at different life
cycle stages. For example, interfaces may seem less important
for pelagic life forms, but at particular times (e.g. the egg stage
in fish) there is a requirement for a sedentary environment with
special abiotic conditions (e.g. certain grain size fractions and
flow velocities) and access to critical resources (e.g. dissolved
oxygen). Thus, hydrodynamic transport through interfaces may
control key stages in an organism’s life cycle and development.

At the organism scale, organism-environment interfaces are
essential to regulating exchange/supply of resources (e.g. O2,



CO2, organic materials, nutrients) and waste products. Depend-
ing on organism size and the nature of the surrounding envi-
ronment, exchange may occur directly via the external surface 
of the cells (e.g. bacteria, amoeba) or via specialized struc-
tures (e.g. leaves, roots, and gills). When resources are limit-
ing, the exchange efficiency can determine species distribution 
and composition within ecosystems. For example, submerged, 
floating, and emergent macrophytes differ in their exchange 
structures, which can be specialized for water or air interfaces, 
and this specialization determines their distribution in rivers 
or lakes.

Whereas most organisms adapt to their physical environ-
ment, in some cases they can modify it. As noted in Section 
2, such habitat modification is called ecosystem engineering 
(Jones, Lawton, & Shachak, 1994), and it may alter the num-
ber and type of interfaces, and their associated gradients (and 
thereby exchange rates). For example, aquatic vegetation can 
modify flow turbulence and mean velocity distributions from 
a leaf scale to the whole vegetation scale, thus altering the 
exchange rates at plant leaves and inducing deposition of fine 
sediments within canopies, thereby changing biogeochemical 
processes. These abiotic alterations can facilitate the establish-
ment of other species (Brooker et al., 2008; Bruno, Stachowicz, 
& Bertness, 2003). Ecosystem engineering effects and resul-
tant feedbacks can create both spatial and temporal changes of 
existing interfaces and can even lead to the emergence of self-
organized landscapes that introduce new interfaces. Hence, the 
concept of ecosystem engineering needs to be properly consid-
ered and accounted for in any studies of interfaces in aquatic 
ecosystems (Schoelynck et al., 2012).

4.2 Constraints to life in aquatic ecosystems and the role of
interfaces

Aquatic environments impose three water-specific constraints 
on organisms, in contrast to terrestrial air environments. First, 
the high density of water causes the drag forces acting on organ-
isms to be much stronger than those imposed by wind at the 
same current speed. Fluctuations in hydrodynamic forces can 
lead to destabilization and removal of sessile organisms. The 
combination of drag and bed erosion around organisms’ anchor-
ing systems can further enhance these negative effects (Balke 
et al., 2013). On the positive side, the high water density means 
that aquatic organisms have to invest relatively few resources in 
self-supporting structures. Second, compared with non-aquatic 
environments, oxygen concentration in water is lower, and 
molecular diffusion of oxygen and other critical substances is 
slower. The constraints associated with drag and diffusion affect 
organism shape in opposite ways: increasing an organism’s sur-
face area increases the adverse skin friction, but also enhances 
the valuable substance exchanges. The organisms adapt to these 
conflicting constraints by employing a variety of strategies. For 
example, although fish gills have a large surface area for oxy-
gen exchange, the drag is kept to a minimum by operculum

covering the gills. Flow turbulence imposes control on both
skin friction and molecular diffusion by affecting the thicknesses
of organism-water interfaces, namely the viscous sublayer and
concentration (diffusive) boundary layers, embedded in the
viscous sublayer.

Third, light availability for photosynthesis decreases with
water depth. This makes it favourable for autotrophic organ-
isms to grow near the water surface, which is also the place
where organisms can have direct access to the air. However,
flow velocities and associated drag forces tend to be highest near
the water surface. Flexible, buoyant plants are well-suited for
shallow flow systems, because they can reach near the surface
under low velocity conditions, to access beneficial light, but can
also bend during high velocity conditions, to reduce drag during
periods of peak drag. That is, life in aquatic ecosystems requires
adjustments in an organism’s morphology and/or physiology,
reflecting the biomechanical and physiological constraints (e.g.
Bal et al., 2011; Puijalon, Bouma, van Groenendael, & Bornette,
2008; Puijalon et al., 2011). These adjustments are reflected in
how organisms adapt to particular hydrodynamic conditions,
with interfaces (thin layers adjusting to organism’s surface)
playing key roles in adaptation strategies.

4.3 Which interfaces are ecologically important?

Within aquatic environments, interfaces occur between the
organism and abiotic medium (i.e. water, air and sediment)
and between different components of the abiotic media (i.e.
air and water; water and sediment; free-flowing and interstitial
water). The importance of the interface between the organ-
ism and abiotic medium is obvious, as it has a direct impact
on an organism’s ability to exchange substances with and
ecosystem-engineer its environment. The interfaces between
different abiotic media are equally important, as they deter-
mine the environmental quality in each abiotic compartment.
For example, the water-air interface affects the temperature and
gaseous content of the water, thereby having an effect on the
metabolism of all aquatic organisms. Moreover, it can have a
direct effect on specific biological processes such as insect emer-
gence. The free-flowing-interstitial water interface may affect
processes such as the gas, ion, and particulate-organic-matter
exchange, affecting all organisms living in both the water and
the sediment.

The exchange rates and the magnitude of gradients across
an interface will differ across interface types, and this can
change spatially and temporally. Interfaces where one phase
is moving (e.g. free-flowing water and a rigid sessile organ-
ism) will typically have a greater potential for fast exchange
than interfaces where both phases are relatively static (e.g. plant
root-sediment). This does not mean, however, that the latter
will be unimportant, as (i) concentration gradients driving dif-
fusion can be large; (ii) sessile organisms may ‘slowly move’
by replacing old tissues with new ones at a different posi-
tion; and (iii) the relatively static interface may offer access



to different resources than a mobile interface. Given this com-
plexity, it typically requires case-specific studies to identify 
which interfaces are most important for the functioning of a spe-
cific organism within an ecosystem, and to understand how the 
organism may alter these interfaces, i.e. engage in ecosystem 
engineering.

4.4 Identifying gaps in our ecological knowledge of
interfaces in aquatic ecosystems

Whilst studies have shown how organisms meet the demands 
of living in a spatially heterogeneous and temporally dynamic 
river environment through a series of compensating adjust-
ments, most compensation analyses focus on individual traits 
of a single species (e.g. Bal et al., 2011; Puijalon et al., 2008, 
2011). Our challenge is to go beyond the analysis of individ-
ual traits, and to develop a more holistic understanding of these 
mechanisms, including the ability of some species to carry out 
ecosystem engineering. This will inform how organism traits are 
related to habitat modification and to subsequent positive feed-
backs to the ecosystem-engineering organism (e.g. Bouma et al., 
2005).

On a larger scale, there is a need for integrated studies 
focusing on multiple interfaces and their roles in ecosystem 
functioning, resilience, and ecosystem services, for instance to 
answer questions such as: (i) does a larger total interface area, 
or the presence of small hot spot areas, improve the ecosys-
tem functioning and enhance ecosystem services in terms of, 
for example, water quality or bio-diversity? (ii) To what extent 
does the overall interface area, or the number of hot spots, 
determine the ecosystem dynamics and affect an ecosystem’s 
resilience to changes in abiotic drivers, such as changes in flow 
regime or inputs of sediments and associated nutrients? And 
(iii) can ecosystem function and resilience be affected by self-
organizing processes, as recently identified for aquatic river 
vegetation (Schoelynck et al., 2012)? Although interfaces are 
recognized as crucial for the functioning of aquatic organisms 
and aquatic ecosystems, these key questions cannot currently 
be resolved due to lack of insights for up-scaling. As the con-
straints on life in aquatic environments reflect both physical 
and ecological processes, the advancement of current knowl-
edge requires integrating the efforts of fluid mechanical and 
biological researchers.

5 Water-sediment interfaces

5.1 Transport processes in the hyporheic zone

The mass exchange at the stream-bed interface (i.e. the inter-
face connecting the surface flow domain with the groundwater 
domain) is now much better understood than a few decades ago, 
at least as far as short-term processes are concerned. The per-
meable sediment layer in the immediate vicinity of the stream 
boundaries is termed the hyporheic zone (HZ). Boano et al.

(2014) present a comprehensive review of HZ processes and
modelling from both an engineering and physical perspective.
The term hyporheic zone, however, has quite a general meaning,
defining the zone where either specific physical processes (e.g.
hydrodynamically induced mass flux) and/or specific ecologi-
cal properties, representing a distinct ecotone, are present (e.g.
Stanford & Ward, 1988). The HZ’s thickness can, therefore,
be defined as ranging from centimetres to hundreds of metres
depending on the focus of a particular study.

A key fundamental problem associated with mass transport
at the water-sediment interface is the definition of the bound-
aries of a water body. Transported matter typically moves down
from a layer of free-flowing water above the bed through com-
plex layers composed of multiple phases such as aquatic plants,
periphyton filaments, various microorganisms, and sediments
(Fig. 3). The fluid content within representative domains (e.g.
thin slabs parallel to the bed) decreases from 100% in the free
flow above the bed to 30–40% in the deep groundwater domain,
with regions in between occupied by water-biota and water-
biota-sediment phases. The ecologically-critical biota are con-
centrated at the surface-subsurface interface, and quickly vanish
away from the interface into the sedimentary domain. It is not
straightforward to identify a formal stream-bed boundary within
this transition zone with multiple interfaces at multiple spatial
and temporal scales, particularly from the ecological perspec-
tives. On the other hand, conventional hydraulic engineering
defines the stream boundary as the surface of the fluid-sediment
interface, effectively reducing the role of plants and other biota
to roughness elements. As for mass transport, the zones par-
tially occupied by biota have been traditionally considered as
retention or dead zones within the fluid domain, based on their
effect as transient mass storage zones. The impact of storage

Figure 3 A sketch of the water-biota-sediment interfaces in rivers and
wetlands.



zones on dispersion has been treated with a variety of empiri-
cal or semi-empirical closures. Such an approach, however, is 
not sufficient for representing ecological systems, as it neglects 
biologically-significant processes taking place in HZ(s). The 
upper hyporheic zones are clearly the most ecologically impor-
tant regions, as they host roots, micro- to macro- invertebrates, 
and spawned fish eggs, and this region also plays a buffering 
role in the stream geochemistry (Jones & Mulholland, 2000). 
There is growing evidence that even slow, long-term mass 
exchange processes affecting the subsurface biogeochemistry, 
including oxygen supply, are of great importance and should not 
be ignored, as often assumed in transport models of stream mass 
balance.

Hydrodynamic analysis and experimental observations 
within HZs have clarified that transport processes acting at time 
scales of minutes to days are dominated by advective transport 
resulting from pressure fields induced by local morphological 
features such as bedforms (a process also referred to as pump-
ing). Finite-volume retention zones, such as vegetated fluid 
domains and armour sediment layers, produce retention char-
acterized by exponential residence time distributions (RTD), 
while transport into unbounded domains, like a weakly lay-
ered sediment structure, leads to power-law RTDs (Haggerty, 
McKenna, & Meigs, 2000). While practical engineering appli-
cations have favoured the use of transport models using a 
single retention domain exchanging with the stream (e.g. OTIS 
Model, Runkel, 1998), recent advances have clarified the need 
to use more complex models, in which the statistics of mass 
residence time are associated with multiple retention domains 
through memory functions (CTRW, Boano, Packman, Cortis, 
Revelli, & Ridolfi, 2007) or convolution models (STIR, Marion, 
Zaramella, & Bottacin-Busolin, 2008). The next challenge is to 
incorporate ecological processes into such models (e.g. to pre-
dict population dynamics or re-colonization mechanisms). At 
the upper part of the scale ladder, the analysis of long-term 
mass transport processes acting at temporal scales of weeks 
and months and spatial scales of stream reaches and stream-
to-catchment domains is also largely undeveloped. There have 
been few attempts to understand and model transport induced 
by long-term effects such as floods or other seasonal forcing 
(e.g. hydrodynamic action of submerged and/or emergent vege-
tation). A deeper insight is also needed into the biogeochemical 
role of the hyporheic zone. A comprehensive analysis of the 
combined effects of inorganic and organic matter and organisms 
poses a challenge for complex modelling scenarios in the years 
to come.

5.2 Grain mobility and interface morphology

The water-sediment boundary is a key ecological interface as 
it is the most biologically-active region in aquatic systems 
(Fig. 3, Sections 4.1, 5.1). Although all scales at this bound-
ary may impact hydraulic and biological processes, direct effects

on biota are predominantly linked to smaller, organism-related,
scales. Water-sediment interfaces are often mobile, as individ-
ual sediment particles may be entrained and transported during
high-flow events. The mobility of sediment can be heavily
influenced by organisms, which can either significantly weaken
(bioturbation) or strengthen (bioconsolidation) the sedimentary
bed. Collectively, entrainment and transport events can modify
river bed geometry at a variety of spatial scales, thus affecting
the local properties of the interface (e.g. sediment composition,
surface roughness, and thus the local flow field) as well as its
macro-features, from intra-channel bed forms (e.g. dunes) to the
channel planforms (e.g. meanders).

Characteristic time scales of sediment transport are linked
to these spatial scales, and are dependent on the temporal
variations in the flow intensity (e.g. ratio of the flow veloc-
ity to the critical velocity for grain motion) and in the local
characteristics of the sediment deposit. Typically, river beds
with fine, homogeneous sediments may be mobilized several
times a year. The situation is different for gravel-bed rivers,
for which most of the sediment matrix is substantially stable,
with only finer sediments being mobilized. Thus, during the
normal seasonal cycle, gravel-bed rivers could be assumed to
be quasi-static with only local sediment transport patterns hav-
ing the potential to affect the equilibrium. Only extreme long
return period hydrological events are typically able to mobi-
lize coarse-sediment fractions at the global (reach) scale, and
only these events can change the large-scale bed morphology
and severely disrupt the biota. Following such extreme events,
bed mobility gradually decreases and the morphology slowly
adjusts to the flow, allowing the biota to regain a new state of
equilibrium.

The wide ranges of space and time scales involved in
sediment transport processes motivate scale-specific research
methodologies and a hierarchy of modelling approaches, from
the grain to the river reach scale. However, the understanding
of sediment transport in rivers has been hindered by the prevail-
ing intuitive assumption that the water-sediment boundary can
be approximated as a (surface) continuum. In reality, sediment
entrainment and transport is a discrete, random process, and
the use of the simplifying continuum assumption has severely
limited new developments. If understanding of the key physi-
cal mechanisms is to be improved, it is essential that focus be
placed on the grain scale and then on the method to upscale to
larger scales, such as the particle patch/cluster, bedform, and
reach scales. This approach should be coupled with a similar
consideration for benthic biota that exhibit essentially analo-
gous multi-scale behaviour (from individual organism to patch
to patch mosaics). This research direction should lead to better
predictions of channel morphodynamics at scales relevant to
engineering and also for biota management.

There is growing recognition that sediment entrainment and
the upstream sediment conditions control stability at nearly all
scales. Rivers are continuous so even if the local conditions
preclude entrainment, the incoming sediment flux can alter the



local bed characteristics until a new equilibrium condition is 
achieved. Several observations have indicated that the incom-
ing flux can have a significant effect on the character of sediment 
deposits (e.g. Dietrich, Kirchner, Ikeda, & Iseya, 1989) and this 
needs to be appreciated and quantified in consideration of the 
benthic biota.

Particle mechanics can be broken down into three sequential 
stages: grain entrainment, motion, and deposition. Buffington & 
Montgomery (1997) analysed entrainment data collected over 
eight decades and reported that at high Reynolds number and 
relative roughness typical for natural rivers a large range of crit-
ical shear stress values were obtained. The range could not be 
explained by differences in observation method. Field and lab-
oratory experiments indicate that significant stability could be 
achieved by the formation of cellular type structures on water-
worked gravel beds. Thus, the formation of bed structures could 
significantly modify the flow intensity required to entrain grains 
of a particular size fraction. Statzner (2012) reported studies in 
which the movement of benthic animals significantly disrupted 
the local water-worked bed structure, which resulted in a large 
reduction in the critical bed shear stress, especially for finer 
sediments. He also reported studies in which local bed stabil-
ity was enhanced by some organisms that produced silk to bind 
sediments together, and others that used their weight to locally 
consolidate deposits. These observations highlight the capac-
ity of benthic biota to control the mobility of water-sediment 
interfaces, supporting the concept of ecosystem engineering 
introduced in Sections 2 and 4.

Drake, Shreve, Dietrich, Whiting, & Leopold (1988) 
observed the sporadic nature of fluvial sediment transport and 
linked this to turbulent sweeps and ejections. Their results 
inspired many follow-up theoretical and laboratory-based stud-
ies of particle entrainment that studied the instantaneous 
local flow field and surface grain arrangement. In terms of 
statistical descriptions, Grass (1970) first proposed a con-
cept of a joint probability distribution for grain entrainment 
that accounts for both turbulence and particle arrangement. 
This concept can incorporate a variety of physical factors, 
such as particle hiding/exposure and local flow conditions. 
The joint probability concept can also be applied to flow-
biota interactions, i.e. in the stability assessment of sedentary 
organisms and biologically-worked sediment (bioturbation and 
bioconsolidation).

After entrainment, grain motion is strongly controlled by 
the momentum gained from the flow. The transport of sus-
pended sediment is thus linked to the turbulence structure and 
this is reflected in suspended sediment fluxes having a large 
adaptation length to any flow or bed change. Thus, the local 
bed condition has little influence on the local suspended sed-
iment flux. Bedload, in contrast, is strongly controlled by the 
water-sediment interface as the momentum that particles gain 
during entrainment from the local near-bed flow is strongly 
influenced by the bed surface structure. Current knowledge 
on grain motion statistics suggest that bed particle motion

exhibits diffusive properties, reflecting the combined effects of
multi-scale bed morphology, turbulence, and mechanisms of
particle-particle interactions. This feature of bed particle motion
represents another similarity with benthic biota that also demon-
strates diffusive properties in their movements. The diffusive
nature of the transport of sediment and biota is ubiquitous to
water-biota-sediment interfaces and thus represents an impor-
tant subject for future research.

Finally, while the first two stages of particle transport (i.e.
entrainment and motion) have been heavily studied, the third
stage, deposition (or disentrainment), has not. Currently, the key
controlling factors for particle deposition are not clearly under-
stood. They may be associated with the local grain arrangement
at the disentrainment site, local turbulence and, for finer parti-
cles, with the singularities/wakes associated with larger bed par-
ticles, or benthic organisms. Yet, it is the local balance between
entrainment and deposition, combined with the sediment fluxes
from upstream reaches, that determines the character of the
water-sediment interface. If the net streamwise flux is posi-
tive, then the surface degrades, whereas if it is negative, the
surface aggrades, leaving a historical record of sediment move-
ment in sedimentary deposits. These processes have only been
studied semi-empirically and at comparatively large scales. The
use of a more rigorous grain-scale approach combined with
upscaling methods is required to fully examine and properly
describe physical, biochemical and biological features of the
mobile water-sediment interface.

6 Water-biota interfaces

6.1 Multi-scale hydrodynamics of water-biota interfaces

The water-biota interface can be defined at a number of scales,
from the boundary between individual organisms and the water
flowing in the vicinity of these organisms to scales coupling
free-flowing water with organisms’ communities (e.g. a region
at the top of vegetation canopies or mussel patches). In addi-
tion to the processes that characterize physical interfaces, the
water-biota interfaces also incorporate biological processes that
make these interfaces extremely complex. For example, water
flow above and around patches of freshwater mussels can com-
prise a combination of boundary layers, wakes, and mixing
layers, which are superimposed with jets of 10 cm s−1 due to
mussel filtering (Ertman & Jumars, 1988). In another example,
the posture of an aquatic plant in the flow is determined by
the balance of drag forces imposed by the flow and the reac-
tion forces of the plant’s tissue, which depend on the plant’s
mechanical properties. The ability of living organisms to engi-
neer their environments makes water-biota interfaces unique
and distinguishes these interfaces from the physical interfaces,
imposing greater challenges for researchers trying to understand
and model them. Living organisms can interact with the flow
over a broad spectrum of scales ranging from a sub-organism
scale to a scale of a river reach (Nikora, 2010, Fig. 4).
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Figure 4 Hypothesized flow patterns in vegetated channels: (a) side
view at a patch scale; (b) plan view at a patch scale; (c) side view at
a patch mosaic scale; and (d) plan view at a patch mosaic scale. The
numbers define: (1) boundary layer depth-scale turbulence; (2) mix-
ing layer canopy-scale turbulence; (3) stem-scale wake turbulence (von
Karman vortices); (4) boundary layer leaf-scale turbulence; (5) mixing
layer leaf-scale turbulence; (6) leaf-scale wave-generated turbulence;
(7) 3D and 2D turbulence associated with wakes and flow separation at
a patch scale; (8) 3D and 2D boundary layer and mixing layer turbu-
lence at patch sides aligned with the flow; and (9) 3D and 2D interacting
vertical and horizontal internal boundary layers and wakes at the patch
mosaic scale (adopted from Nikora, 2010)

Organisms tend to form communities, which are often driven
by reproduction processes. Aquatic plants use the mechanism
of vegetative propagation that leads to the formation of patches.
In communities, individual organisms benefit from the impact
of the group on the flow. At the scale of a patch, the flow
can be substantially modified throughout its depth, as well as
for significant distances downstream. Macro-invertebrates such
as bivalve molluscs habitually form patches of considerable
size called mussel-beds. The protrusion of mollusc shells alters
the flow roughness and results in internal boundary layers that
significantly modify transport and mass exchange around the

patches. The flow modifications caused by organism patches
produce shear layers and wakes that impact local energy levels
by several orders of magnitude more than individual organisms
(e.g. in vegetation patches, see Nepf, 2012).

At the scale of a river reach, patches are organized into
mosaics. The tendency to form specific patterns within mosaics
reflects the preferences of species to variables such as flow depth
and velocity. Patch mosaics also provide a variety of larger-
scale flow features, such as stagnation zones, shear layers, and
secondary flow structures, and thus promote a diversity of habi-
tats. At the reach scale, these heterogeneities are usually related
to morphodynamic features, such as riffle-pool, rapid-pool, or
step-pool units.

Flow-biota interfaces have become the focus of intensive
research only during the last few decades. Most of this research
has been empirical, and relatively few theoretical approaches
are presently known (e.g. Kouwen & Unny, 1973; Sand-Jensen,
2003; Statzner, Lamouroux, Nikora, & Sagnes, 2006). The
Double-Averaging Methodology (DAM) was proposed as an
integrative up-scaling framework, which has the potential to
address quantitatively the complex issues imposed by a high
spatial variability of flow and biota across flow-biota interfaces
(Nikora, 2010). Over the last decade, there have been several
successful examples of the application of DAM to characterize
flows over mussel and vegetated beds. Currently, there is a clear
research trend to combine the theory of vegetated boundary lay-
ers and the mixing layer analogy with biomechanical theories
(Nepf, 2012; Niklas, Spatz, & Vincent, 2006; Nikora, 2010), as
described in Section 3. However, progress in the development of
these unifying theories is hampered by a lack of knowledge. The
most important gaps are the problems of transferring the charac-
teristics of individual organisms to the averaged characteristics
at the scale of a patch and a patch mosaic. Phenological cycles
and polymorphism of aquatic organisms also contribute greatly
to uncertainty in determining the key characteristics to include
in combined models. Research needs to focus on these funda-
mental problems to enable more realistic models of flow-biota
interfaces to be developed.

6.2 Organism traits and interfaces

Physical, biogeochemical, and biological processes at biota-
flow or biota-sediment interfaces are largely mediated by organ-
ism traits, which are any features measurable at the individual
level, from the cell to the whole-organism. Organism traits can
be: (1) anatomical (structures and properties of tissues in contact
with the environment; (2) morphological (size, architecture);
(3) biomechanical (rigidity); (4) physiological (photosynthetic
mechanism); (5) phenological (e.g. seasonal growth pattern);
and (6) behavioural (mobility, feeding). The characteristics of
interfaces (enhanced gradients, spatial heterogeneity, temporal
variability, intermittency, and multi-scale structure) in combina-
tion with the traits of living organisms make the study of trait-



mediated processes occurring at interfaces more complex than 
water-sediment interfaces, resulting in additional challenges for 
their study.

First, organism traits relevant to interface processes can 
be difficult to measure. For instance, some sessile organisms 
are very flexible (e.g. macrophytes) or highly mobile (e.g. 
some macroinvertebrates), which makes their shape, motion 
and position variable and difficult to quantify. Second, a given 
trait, for example the surface area of an organism, has multi-
ple functions that may be antagonistic, e.g. as in the example 
of drag and mass exchange described in Section 4. Third, due 
to the integrated responses of a trait to the multiple stimuli that 
may affect it, an organism facing a given set of conditions may 
adopt contrasting strategies, depending on other abiotic condi-
tions. For instance, responses to gaseous exchange limitation 
may vary with water depth, with submerged plants producing 
terrestrial leaves, where the water is shallow enough, to allow 
efficient access to gases from air. In some cases, the change 
in one abiotic factor may impact an organism’s capacity to 
adapt to another factor (e.g. high nutrient levels can reduce 
the mechanical resistance of plants), inducing an indirect detri-
mental cascading effect on populations. Fourth, organism traits 
and related processes at interfaces vary spatially and temporally 
at the biota-water-sediment interfaces, from a single cell to a 
whole community spatial scale (as mentioned in Section 6.1) 
and from very short timescales to the evolutionary timescale.

In general, organisms and interfaces can interact in sev-
eral ways, from unidirectional effects (the organism impacts 
the interface) to bidirectional interactions (the interface impacts 
the organism, and vice versa), and other complex feedbacks. 
For example, local hydrodynamic and sediment conditions at 
interfaces may induce organism adaptation, which can be a 
simple use of the local conditions, without modifying them, 
such as the use of hydraulic shelters for refuge, spawning 
or feeding. The organisms can also influence the local sedi-
ment conditions through increasing or decreasing the likelihood 
of sediment entrainment. In many cases, organism adaptation 
also changes the interface. For instance, morphological adapta-
tions (e.g. changes in mechanical rigidity) can result in locally 
reduced hydrodynamic forces, thereby minimizing the risk of 
dislodgement and mechanical damage, or alternatively they 
may increase flow velocities that maximize feeding and uptake. 
The modification of conditions at interfaces by organisms (i.e. 
ecosystem engineering, Jones et al., 1994) may be either passive 
or active and often depends on organism traits. For example, 
the passive alteration of flow and intensity of particle trap-
ping by epibenthic organisms depends on organism density, 
and biomechanical (flexibility) and morphological (size) traits. 
Active modification of interface conditions often also relies on 
specific traits, for example a siphon for pumping animals, and 
burrowing behaviour or gallery construction for bioturbation.

The study of trait-mediated processes at biota-water-
sediment interfaces presents several important challenges. The 
first challenge is to integrate the relevant questions and

approaches carried out at different scales into a general con-
ceptual framework. The possibility of successful up-scaling of
the trait-based approaches requires a precise identification of
the contribution of the studies carried out at the different scales
and of the gaps between those levels that still need to be filled.
As pointed out in the preceding sections, the study of water-
biota interfaces is generally less advanced than the study of
water-sediment interfaces. The different types of organisms and
their communities (e.g. biofilms, macrophytes, macroinverte-
brates) and functional groups (e.g. bioturbating and bioconsol-
idating animals) have also received different levels of attention
due to the specific methodologies required to study them, and
the theoretical background relevant for each organism type. A
second future challenge is therefore to encompass all the inter-
actions between the many different types of organisms despite
the current gaps in our knowledge of these different groups of
organisms.

7 Wetlands

The points raised in the preceding sections can be further illus-
trated with wetlands, which are water bodies exhibiting the
widest range of spatial and temporal scales (Fig. 1) consid-
ered in this paper. Specifically, wetlands are low-lying parts
of a catchment characterized by reduced flow velocity and
increased water depth and/or width, typically hosting abun-
dant emergent and submerged vegetation. Extensive vegetation
domains and flow variability make bio-mechanical properties
of wetland plants particularly important. From an environmen-
tal protection point of view, wetlands act as natural buffers for
contaminants, which are produced by multiple diffuse and point
sources (Mitsch & Gosselink, 2007), thus providing natural
water treatment. Other functions of natural and constructed wet-
lands include the provision of refuge areas for wild fauna, such
as migratory birds, and flood protection through stormwater
storage and flow attenuation.

Considering conceptual issues discussed in Sections 2 to
6, it is apparent that wetlands combine most physical and
biological factors relevant to biophysical interfaces, and thus
they represent extremely valuable study areas for field experi-
mental research. Hydrodynamically, wetlands are characterized
by complex 3D flow fields combining subdomains of fully
developed turbulent flow with extensive subdomains of tran-
sitional and quasi-laminar flows, with smooth or sharp tran-
sitions between the subdomains, depending on bed geometry
and vegetation distribution. As in rivers, both water-sediment
and water-biota interfaces introduce specific temporal and spa-
tial scales to momentum and mass transport processes. The
key wetland processes vary within temporal scales from sec-
onds to years, and within spatial scales from millimetres to
kilometres, both spanning over at least five orders of mag-
nitude. The complexity and wide range of interacting pro-
cesses make wetlands attractive objects for observation and



modelling. However, conceptual analysis and modelling of wet-
lands represent a significant challenge, as currently available 
knowledge in relation to wetland hydrology, hydrodynamics, 
and ecology for a range of relevant scales remains scarce. 
As a consequence, simplified models such as the Continuous 
Stirred-Tank Reactor (CSTR) dominate practical applications 
(Kadlec & Wallace, 2008). Indeed, constructed wetlands are 
often hydraulically designed based on the simplest ‘well-mixed’ 
assumption, which essentially accounts for the mean residence 
time (wetland volume/applied discharge) as the dominant design 
parameter. Among recent approaches, one-dimensional models 
gained popularity, as they can be applied to main channels by 
adding empirical exchange terms accounting for the vegetated 
zones, which are treated as surface storage zones (e.g. Keefe 
et al., 2004). This type of model allows separation of turbu-
lent flow regions from transitional and quasi-laminar regions, 
with specific sub-models for these regions as well as for veg-
etated domains. In relation to models of higher dimension, 
the most developed 2D modelling approach currently available 
adopts shallow water, depth-integrated equations and associ-
ated numerical schemes (Musner, Bottacin-Busolin, Zaramella, 
& Marion, 2014). However, this 2D approach is only satisfac-
tory when wetlands are not affected by density stratification, i.e. 
when thermal stratification is negligible. In a summer season, 
the plunging of incoming cold water into a warmer water body 
can produce density currents and flow short-circuiting, leading 
to significant reduction of the mean residence time. The eco-
logical implications of such density gradients are likely to be 
vital, and therefore the adoption of more complex hydrodynamic 
models, up to three-dimensional flow models, represents a goal 
for future research.

When wetlands are constructed or modified to provide ser-
vices in addition to their typical functions, an efficiency issue 
arises and the engineering design and management of the wet-
lands must to be considered. Examples include the use of 
constructed wetlands for sediment interception, flood control 
and/or for tertiary treatment of wastewater. In the flood control 
case, the wetlands must be kept relatively empty in dry con-
ditions to provide attenuation of excess runoff when required. 
The wetland ecosystem is expected to be in a sort of equilib-
rium with shallow water depths and slow flow velocities during 
periods of no rain, but also able to survive through occasional 
(up to a few times per year) flooding and excess solute and 
solid pollutant loads. A sound design and maintenance policy 
for such wetlands requires further knowledge of the ecosys-
tem’s ability to cope with intermittent hydrologic patterns. In the 
case of water-treatment wetlands, the optimal pollutant removal 
efficiency strongly depends on the vegetation distribution and 
plant species composition. The total mass removal is propor-
tional to both flow rate, i.e. hydraulic efficiency, and mass 
uptake rate, i.e. treatment efficiency, and then a compromise is 
required regarding what possible strategy should be employed 
by the control of vegetation traits. The current development 
of design tools for finding appropriate vegetation distributions

involves random field generators and optimization algorithms.
The progress, however, is slow due to a lack of data on uptake
rates for specific pollutants and specific plants. A better under-
standing of the ecological implications of different wetland
configurations and different combinations of flows and biota
will improve the assessment of the viability of restored and con-
structed wetlands to provide the desired ecosystem services, as
well as the discrimination among different design approaches.
The ultimate goal for researchers is to define wetland efficiency
metrics based on measurable physical and ecological quantities,
rather than on subjective evaluations. This approach would pro-
vide objective indicators of how far wetland efficiency could
be improved by anthropogenic measures and help inform the
design of the most effective modifications. It appears, to date,
that modelling of wetland complexity may be a goal reachable
in a decade, while model calibration through well-organized
observation campaigns is a tougher task to achieve in the near
future.

8 Conclusions

This paper is a collective endeavour by a group of researchers
representing different disciplines, who are united by a com-
mon recognition of the importance of biophysical interfaces
in aquatic systems. To advance this topic, a concerted effort
from ecologists, fluid mechanicians, hydrologists, engineers and
resource managers is required. This interdisciplinary effort is
likely to result in both exciting new discoveries at the disci-
pline borders and a new generation of design and predictive
tools, which consider the system in its entirety rather than reflect
discipline-based preferences.

The assessment of the current situation in relation to
ecologically-appropriate management of natural and con-
structed water systems suggests that the progress in this area is
delayed due to insufficient knowledge on biophysical interfaces.
In this paper, we have attempted to show that nearly all biophys-
ical processes in aquatic systems are driven or controlled by
multi-scale interfaces of different origins, including those cre-
ated by biota themselves. These typically include fluid-fluid,
water-sediment, water-biota, and water-biota-sediment inter-
faces. In spite of their importance, however, we still know little
about the interfaces’ structure, dynamics, and biophysical roles.
Even the key features of the interfaces are not yet properly
defined. In Sections 2 to 4 we have shown that in one way
or another the key conceptual issues of aquatic ecology and
eco-hydraulics relate to or depend on biophysical interfaces.
In Sections 5 to 7 we have tried to outline the current state of
affairs, identify knowledge gaps, and highlight the key research
challenges for the next decade.

Below, we provide a list of interdisciplinary problems that
we believe reflect current research needs in this area. This list is
not comprehensive of course, being unavoidably biased by the
authors’ interests.



(1) Qualitative and quantitative assessment of the biological
and ecological relevance of physical processes occurring
at water-sediment interfaces.

(2) Development of a coherent understanding of coupled eco-
logical, biological, geochemical, and hydrodynamic pro-
cesses in hyporeic zones.

(3) Development of a flow-sediment interface conceptual
model that reflects both the multiple scales (starting from
a grain scale) and the mobility of the interface, and is also
based on rigorous definitions of the key processes involved
(entrainment, transport, deposition).

(4) Identification of the roles of water-sediment interfaces
in organism adaptation processes and more broadly in
ecosystem functioning.

(5) Assessment of the applicability of the canonical flow con-
cepts for describing biophysical interfaces and identifica-
tion of biota-induced flow patterns that are still unknown.

(6) Development of appropriate biomechanical models and
associated biomechanical parameters for organism species
living at water-sediment interfaces.

(7) Development of the theoretical frameworks for coupling
ecological, biomechanical and hydrodynamic descriptions
of the interface biota.

(8) Identification of the key organism adaptation mechanisms
and development of the biophysical foundations for the
ecosystem engineering concept.

(9) Development of rigorous up-scaling methodologies for
incorporating small-scale biophysical processes into large-
scale descriptions relevant to applications (e.g. stream
restoration).

(10) Development of a general concept of aquatic interfaces
accounting for its full bio-geo-physical complexity.
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